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The numerous priority disputes among seventeenth-century scientific figures amply demonstrate that Bacon’s dream of a harmonious community of dignified scholars was far from realized by those who most admired him. Newton, Hooke, Leibniz and Huygens all possessed to a greater or lesser degree the secretiveness, personal pride in discovery and desire for recognition which typified the alchemists whom the Lord Chancellor had indicted as defective natural philosophers for those very traits. As regards the first blood transfusions, however, an element other than individual pride entered the seventeenth-century disputes over priority. This additional element was nationalism. More than seeking to establish who first transfused, the correspondents, Henry Oldenburg and Jean Denis, attempted to prove which nation, England or France, had produced the ingenious first. The controversy had an outcome which neither virtuoso could have foreseen. 

Before turning to the actual dispute, it may be helpful to outline the chronology of the blood transfusions which were discussed.1 The first printed reference to an actual transfusion appeared in the 19 November 1666 issue of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.8 The note mentioned that Dr. Richard Lower had demonstrated the technique of transfusion first at Oxford and then before the Royal Society at Gresham College. These transfusions, using dogs, were thought to be the first direct blood transfusions ever performed. The continuing experiments of Dr. Lower, as well as the parallel work of Dr. Edmund King and Thomas Coxe, were reported in the Transactions from 1666 to 1667.8 

In France, mention of a transfusion was first reported in the eighth issue of the Journal des Scavans, April 1667. The Transactions reprinted this short note, which described how Jean Denis and a surgeon named Emmerey had transfused blood between calves and dogs.4 This report, while praising the potential of transfusion, failed to mention the previous English efforts. A second and more detailed account of Denis’ work was published in the Transactions, number 27. The report was in the form of a letter to Habert de Montmor, master of requests to Louis XIV, and described Denis’ success at transfusing two human beings with sheep’s blood. The letter also claimed the priority in transfusion for the French.5 It is against this background of dates of publication that Oldenburg and Denis carried on their correspondence. 

With Denis’ report on the first human transfusions the priority controversy with
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Oldenberg commenced. According to Denis, transfusion was the product of French thinking, having been first discussed in a meeting at de Montmor’s home ten years earlier. “The project of causing Blood of a healthy animal to pass into one diseased, having been conceived about ten years ago, in the illustrious Society of Virtuosi which assembles at your house . . .”. The only reference to the English efforts was to the transfusion of a mangey dog by Thomas Coxe. Why Denis did not refer to English experiments may be explained by his inability to read English. In one letter to Oldenburg in particular, he described both his dependence on the translations of others and stated his earnest desire to be able to read English. Denis might genuinely have been unaware of any English transfusion other than that of Coxe at this point in time.

If lack of information lay behind Denis’ letter, it did not hinder Oldenburg, Secretary of the Royal Society, from rising to the defence of his English friends. Noting that Denis had apparently been apprised of Lower’s work in 1665–66, Oldenburg wrote: “he [Denis] should have taken notice as he doth now, of what is affirmed . . . about the time and place of the conception of that transfusing design . . . that how long so ever that that Experiment may have been conceived in other parts (which is needless to contest) it is notorius, that it had its birth first of all in England; some Ingenious persons of the Royal Society having first started it.” The fact that England and the Royal Society were mentioned before the “ingenious” men may indicate that more than just the honour of Oldenburg’s colleagues was being defended.

In the next issue of the Transactions the Secretary published a general critique of human blood transfusion in an apparent attempt to belittle Denis’ genuine first. A portion of the criticism was taken from a letter of Gaspier de Gurye de Montpoly. The critique emphasized the potential danger of transfusion by relating that a Swedish nobleman’s son had died after receiving his second transfusion from a sheep. Though Oldenburg concluded that transfusion had not caused the death, he warned that, before men are transfused: “frequent Experiments should be made, . . . both upon sound and sickly Beasts, carefully observing . . . what are the Effects following there on.”

Oldenburg then turned once again to the priority question. “And the Journal des Scavans glorieth, that the French have advanced this Invention so far, as to trie it upon Men, before any English did . . .”. The English might well have been first, he exclaimed, “if they had not been so tender in hazarding the Life of Man.” He went on to explain that preparations had actually been made in England months before to transfuse a man; indeed, he claimed that Dr. King had written a note explaining the tentative method to Denis, implying that this revelation may have been the impetus which moved the Frenchman to human transfusion.

Leaving the question of priority in human transfusion, which he so reluctantly conceded to the French, Oldenburg again took up the problem of the general priority of the procedure. It was a matter of public record that Dr. Lower had been given an order to demonstrate transfusion in May of 1665. Did the French have an earlier published claim? Oldenburg further cast doubt on Denis’ statement, which he seemed to accept in his initial letter against Denis, that Dom Robert de Gabet had suggested transfusion ten years earlier. “It seems strange, that so surprising an Invention should have been conceived in France . . . ten years ago, and lain there so long in the womb,
till the way of Midwiving it into the world was sent thither from London." Oldenburg turned quickly from criticism to conciliation, saying that the two groups should join in developing the discovery. He attempted to soothe the waters he had troubled by pointing out that his critical discourse was written not to injure but to give each his due. Needless to say, he felt that he had successfully established the English position with regard to the first performance of transfusion and had at least shown that the French claim to the idea of transfusion was questionable.

The English claim to priority in actual transfusion was not challenged in any of Denis’ subsequent correspondence with Oldenburg, most of which dealt with a lawsuit over the death of a transfusion patient. The deceased was shown to have been poisoned by his wife, and Denis was exonerated. A stipulation was made in the court, however, that only with the consent of the Parisian medical faculty could future transfusions be performed. It seemed that the day had been won for Oldenburg’s defence of the English and plea for caution in human transfusion.

Both the tenuous hold of the French on the conception of the idea of transfusion and Oldenburg’s criticism of that claim in favour of Lower’s published work were to prove transient, however. In 1668 the Transactions published a revealing excerpt from a tract by Pauli Manfredi entitled Relazione delle esperienze fatte in Ighilterra, Francia ed Italia intorno la transfusione del sangue (Rome, 1667). Manfredi wrote that transfusion was conceived neither in England nor in France, for Andreas Libavius, a German, knew of transfusion as a means to restore health and mentioned it in his Appendix Necessaria Syntagmatis Arcanorum Chymicum (Frankfurt, 1614), actio 2, p. 8. There Libavius described a method for exchanging blood by inserting tubes into arteries. The editor of the Transactions drew attention to the fact that Libavius did not practise transfusion himself and mocked the procedure but conceded that he did know of it. The conception of transfusion, therefore, stemmed from an earlier period than had been supposed. With neither side able to claim the conception of transfusion, the English had to be content with having performed the first recorded procedure and the French with the pioneering of human transfusion.

With the recognition of the dangers of transfusion and the entry of Libavius upon the scene, the controversy between Denis and Oldenburg came to an end, though priority continued to be discussed, with Dr. Lower claiming credit for performing the first transfusion in his Tractatus de corde (London, 1669), and John Aubrey ascribing the idea to Francis Potter. The topic may be found on the French mind even as late as 1733.

From the tenor of the arguments presented by both Denis and Oldenburg, it is clear that nationalism and pride in one’s own scientific society as well as individual ambition motivated the transfusion debate. Each man sought to win as much credit for his side as possible. The controversy was resolved according to Oldenburg’s rules, from published materials. That, in the end, neither the French nor the English could claim complete victory was an irony which no one expected.
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